
Keeping the plates spinning

So here we are in the final section. You’ve had a good hard look at where you
are, you’ve figured out who you want to be, you’ve defined the what that is the
most likely destination, you’ve got the most important why nailed as your
measure of success and in the previous section you’ve outlined at least a
rudimentary path to get you on your journey. 

Only you’re a galloping housewife. You’ve got a whole table setting of plates
spinning, an NBA’s season of balls in the air. There’s not enough time in the day
for you to fit in 5 minutes of yoga stretches, let alone start a new business. 

This is the section where the galloping housewife lets you into the secrets of
time. How to bend it, how to create more and how to be one of those
particularly annoying people that seems to get an inordinate amount of shit
done without seeming stressed. Well, most of the time at least. She’s good, but
she ain’t no miracle worker. 

Which is kind of the point. Neither are you. But that’s fine. Ordinary is your
superpower, right? Time to trust that. 

Which brings us to the topic of this first section. Don’t rely on your passion and
your talent and your desire for your better life. There’s this absolute bullshit
belief out there that people are driven to do something special, that they have a
calling, and that why they succeed. So many coaches will tell you to look where
you spend your time and try to tell you that that is where your priority lies. 

The galloping housewife is, right here, right now, calling bullshit on this. That’s
not where your priority lies. That’s just what’s the easiest or the most fun thing
on your to-do list – or it’s the thing that’s making the most noise.

If there’s one thing the galloping housewife has learned from years of nursing,
it’s not the guy yelling about how much his broken leg hurts, or the kid
screaming with earache that deserves the first attention. It’s the little old lady in
the corner who doesn’t press the buzzer because she doesn’t want to bother
the busy staff or the kid that can’t call out because all her energy is
concentrated on getting a little more oxygen into hyperinflated asthmatic lungs. 

The key for the galloping housewife is to ignore the clanging alarms and spend
time on the stuff that she needs to get done. Or better yet, set it up so they
don’t ring in the first place. 



The truth is, most of the noisy shit is stuff we can automate. Put all your bills on
direct debit. Book a regular grocery slot and have that shit delivered. Set up a
family calendar (either virtual or analogue) that everyone logs their stuff on. Set
reminders for upcoming events or errands the moment you get them so you’re
not rushing around trying to find a dress to wear to your cousins wedding the
day before or making a papier mâché cows head the night before the school
play opens. 

The first step to giving yourself more time is to mute it at the source. Automate
what you can and then set your hard boundaries, the unavoidable activities that
you need to put in your schedule. Yes that includes work and time at the yard
and the other commitments that you really want or need to hold onto right now.

Next, we begin to fill the gaps. 

video here

 
See you later bitches,

the galloping housewife
 

https://youtu.be/i2AA83dXGX8

